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ambitious strategy to overhaul the oil-reliant econ-
omy. Wealthy Saudi families are reportedly under pres-
sure from the government to invest in the Aramco stock,
with nationalists calling it a patriotic duty. Aramco also
dangled sweeteners for local investors, including prom-
ises of higher dividends and the possibility of bonus
shares if they hold on to the stock. The IPO process
had put the energy giant’s value at $1.7 trillion, far
ahead of other firms in the trillion-dollar club including
Apple and Microsoft. 

The listing of Aramco, with its huge capital value,
boosts the Saudi bourse - known as Tadawul - to the
ranks of the world’s top ten. But the scaled-down offer-
ing is still a far cry from the blockbuster originally
planned by Prince Mohammed who had eyed a $2.0
trillion valuation. The much-delayed stock sale, first
announced in 2016, was initially expected to raise as
much as $100 billion from the listing of up to five per-
cent of the company. The government’s plans to raise
additional funds by listing on a major international mar-
ket are also on hold.

The government is now trying to persuade wealthy
families and institutions to buy Aramco shares after trad-
ing begins, in a last-ditch effort to reach the $2 trillion
mark, the Financial Times reported on Tuesday. The
Saudi government itself has pumped in huge funds to
boost the IPO, which was originally intended to raise
external funding for the kingdom’s diversification plan.
Two-thirds of the shares were offered to institutional
investors. Saudi government bodies accounted for 13.2
percent of the institutional tranche, investing around $2.3
billion, according to lead IPO manager Samba Capital.

“It’s likely that we will see Aramco bid up to $2 tril-
lion or higher in the first days of trading, and potentially
to trade limit up on the first day,” Zachary Cefaratti,
chief executive officer at Dalma Capital Management -
which bought shares in the IPO - told Bloomberg
News. The IPO is a crucial part of Prince Mohammed’s
plan to wean the economy away from oil by pumping
funds into megaprojects and non-energy industries
such as tourism and entertainment.

But skeptics say the proceeds will barely cover the
kingdom’s budget deficit for a year. The IPO was
heavily focused on Saudi and other Gulf traders.
International investors have remained skeptical about
the secretive company’s targeted valuation. The mar-
ket debut also comes with oil prices under pressure
due to a sluggish global economy hit by the US-
China trade war and record output by non-OPEC
crude exporters.— AFP 
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The lawmaker said the supervisory and legislative
roles of the Assembly must be activated in order to
face corruption which is spreading fast in govern-
ment agencies.

MP Khalil Abul criticized the delay in the formation
of the new Cabinet, saying that the Cabinet must be
formed as soon as possible in order not to obstruct the
working of the government and the Assembly. Head of
the Assembly Budgets Committee MP Adnan
Abdulsamad said yesterday that procedures governing
appointments at the Fatwa and Legislative Department,
the government’s legal body, should be changed. He
said the committee found out that the government lost
around KD 23 million in court cases defended by the
department in the previous 2018/2019 fiscal year - an
increase of 43 percent. 

MPs demand
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water has come through pipes and we’ve had no
cuts.” But these benefits - relying on energy intensive
processes that produce carbon emissions - do not
come without a cost, particularly as global tempera-
tures rise. The United Nations says 2019 is on course to
be one of the hottest three years on record. And there
is another impact: the desalination plants produce high-
ly concentrated salt water, or brine, that is often
dumped back into the ocean. Researchers say more
than 16,000 desalination plants around the globe pro-
duce more toxic sludge than freshwater. 

Salty slurry 
For every litre of freshwater extracted from the sea

or brackish water, a liter-and-a-half of salty slurry is
deposed at sea or on land, according to a 2019 study in
the journal Science. All that extra salt raises the temper-
ature of coastal waters and decreases the level of oxy-
gen, which can conspire to create biological “dead
zones”. The super-salty substance is made even more
toxic by the chemicals used in the desalination process.
Oman’s bigger neighbors produce the bulk of the brine.

More than half comes from just four countries -
Saudi Arabia, at 22 percent, United Arab Emirates with
20 percent, and smaller shares by Kuwait and Qatar,
according to UN data. “Brine production in Saudi
Arabia, UAE, Kuwait and Qatar accounts for 55 percent
of the total global share,” according to the United
Nations University Institute for Water, Environment and
Health. It said new strategies are needed “to limit the
negative environmental impacts and reduce the eco-
nomic cost of disposal”. This would help “to safeguard
water supplies for current and future generations”.

Savings, recycling
At the Sur plant, “almost no chemicals” are used

during the pre-treatment phase, as the water is natural-
ly filtered through the cracks of karst rocks, said

Mahendran Senapathy, operations manager at French
company Veolia which runs the plant along with an
Omani firm. There are other ways to safeguard fresh-
water supplies, from encouraging savings and efficient-
ly to recycling wastewater. Antoine Frerot, chief execu-
tive of Veolia, said wastewater recycling will help
resolve the problem of water scarcity. 

He also pointed out that “reused water is less costly,”
nearly one third less than that won through desalina-
tion. Omani authorities continue to mount campaigns
urging people to use water wisely, mindful that other
demands - especially the energy sector - also guzzle up
large amounts. Across the Gulf, huge amounts of water
are used not just for homes, gardens and golf courses,
but also for the energy sector that is the source of the
region’s often spectacular wealth.

Thirsty fracking
On the edge of the Arabian peninsula’s “Empty

Quarter”, the world’s largest expanse of sand, lies the
Khazzan gas field, operated by BP and the Oman Oil
Company. The method used to extract the gas here is
hydraulic fracturing - more commonly known as
fracking - said Stewart Robertson, operations manag-
er at the site.

The method requires huge amounts of water. The
site is supplied by a facility that provides 6,000 cubic
meters of water a day, extracted from an underground
aquifer 50 kilometers away. Fracking involves direc-
tional drilling and then pumping water, sand and chem-
icals at high pressure to fracture rock and release the
hydrocarbons. The rock formations that hold the gas
are “like a big sponge with lots of little holes in it,” said
Robertson, explaining that fracking is the process “to
open those holes slightly to take the gas out”.

So the more the region extracts oil and natural or
shale gas, “the more they need water,” said Charles
Iceland of the World Resources Institute. “The Middle
East is projected to need more and more energy,” he
said. “So that means the situation is going to get
worse.” “On the other hand,” he said, “if they can pro-
duce power using solar photovoltaic technologies,
which are getting reasonably priced in the Middle
East, that would take care of a lot of the problem
because solar PV doesn’t need much water. “You need
just some water to clean the solar panels.” — AFP 
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She argued that the army was responding to an
attack by hundreds of Rohingya militants in 2017. “It
cannot be ruled out that disproportionate force was
used by members of the defense services in some cases
in disregard of international humanitarian law, or that
they did not distinguish clearly enough between fight-
ers and civilians,” she said. But she said that Myanmar
was undertaking its own investigations, adding: “Surely
under the circumstances genocidal intent cannot be the
only hypothesis.”

‘Allegations are rubbish’ 
The Gambia, which is mostly Muslim, accuses

Myanmar of breaching the 1948 genocide convention
and has asked the court to take emergency measures to
stop further violence. UN investigators last year con-
cluded that Myanmar’s treatment of the Rohingya
amounted to genocide while rights groups have
detailed a catalogue of alleged abuses.

Suu Kyi however said that the court, set up in 1946
to rule on disputes between member states, had not
confirmed genocide in cases of mass expulsions of
civilians in the 1990s Balkans war. Around 250 pro-
Myanmar protesters gathered in front of the
International Court of Justice, carrying placards with
Aung San Suu Kyi’s face reading “We stand with you”
and carrying pictures of the leader. “These allegations
against Myanmar and Suu Kyi are rubbish,” said
Chomar Oosterhof, 53, a Burmese living in the
Netherlands. “We just want our country to prosper and
Suu Kyi is the person to do it.”

Meanwhile, a small group of pro-Rohingya support-
ers were also gathered at the court, shouting: “Aung San
Suu Kyi, shame on you!” Another lone protester was
holding up a poster of one of Myanmar’s generals, say-
ing “Wanted for Mass Murder.” The 74-year-old Suu
Kyi sat impassively through graphic accounts of mass
murder and rape on Tuesday as Gambia set out its case
against Myanmar. Gambian Justice Minister Abubacarr
Tambadou, who opened his country’s case, said it would
be “extremely disappointing” if Suu Kyi repeated her
previous denials of wrongdoing by Myanmar. He urged
the court to tell he to “stop the genocide”.

Support at home 
ICJ judges have only once before ruled that geno-

cide was committed, in the 1995 Srebrenica massacre in
Bosnia. Suu Kyi’s decision to personally lead her coun-
try’s case at the court has proved popular at home,
where the Rohingya are widely regarded as illegal
immigrants.

Flag-waving supporters joined rallies in support of
Suu Kyi in several Myanmar cities on Tuesday and rally
organizers in Yangon told AFP they had permission
from authorities to live stream yesterday’s ICJ hearing
on a big screen outside the City Hall. Huge billboards of
Suu Kyi and three smiling generals have also appeared
around the country. Aung San Suu Kyi was once men-
tioned in the same breath as Nelson Mandela and
Mahatma Gandhi, having won the Nobel in 1991 for her
resistance to Myanmar’s brutal junta.

After 15 years under house arrest, she was freed in
2010 and led her party to victory in elections in 2015.
But her defense of the same military that once kept her
locked up has since caused international condemnation.
Myanmar meanwhile faces a number of legal challenges
over the fate of the Rohingya, including a probe by the
International Criminal Court - a separate war crimes
tribunal in The Hague - and a lawsuit in Argentina per-
sonally mentioning Suu Kyi. — AFP 
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GUWAHATI: India’s parliament yesterday
passed a contentious bill that seeks to grant
citizenship to non-Muslim immigrants from
some countries, as hundreds of troops were
deployed in the northeast which has been hit
by violent protests. The bill will let the Indian
government grant citizenship to millions of
illegal immigrants who entered India from
three neighboring countries before 2015 -
but not if they are Muslim.

The legislation was passed 125-105 by
the upper house, after the lower house voted
in support of it just after midnight on
Tuesday. It will be sent to the president to be
signed into law, with his approval seen as a
formality. “A landmark day for India and our
nation’s ethos of compassion and brother-
hood!,” Prime Minister Narendra Modi
tweeted.

“This Bill will alleviate the suffering of
many who faced persecution for years.”
Opponents of the legislation have threatened
to challenge it in the Supreme Court, saying
it violates the principles of equality and sec-
ularism enshrined in the constitution. For
Islamic groups, the opposition, rights groups
and others this is part of Modi’s Hindu-
nationalist agenda to marginalize India’s 200
million Muslims - something he denies.

Besides stoking concern among Muslims,
the proposed changes have also led to
demonstrations in the northeastern states
where residents are unhappy about an influx
of Hindus from neighboring Bangladesh who
stand to gain citizenship under the
Citizenship Amendment Bill (CAB). In a third
day of protests in the far-flung region, sever-
al hundred troops were deployed in Tripura
state and in Guwahati, Assam’s biggest city, a
senior army official said.

Police fired tear gas in different parts of
Guwahati as several thousand demonstrators
attempted to barge past security barriers to
converge on the adjoining state capital
Dispur. Tripura and parts of Assam suspend-
ed mobile internet services, with Assam
wanting to avoid social media posts that
could “inflame passions”. Gatherings of more
than four people were banned for 24 hours.
“We appeal to all the students, civilians, tea
garden workers and all sections of the socie-
ty to come out to the streets again tomorrow
to protest,” local activist Akhil Gogoi said
ahead of the upper house vote.

‘Eerie similarity’ to Nazi laws 
Derek O’Brien, an opposition lawmaker in

the upper house yesterday said the legisla-
tion bore an “eerie similarity” to Nazi laws
against Jews in 1930s Germany. “In 1935
there were citizenship laws to protect peo-
ple with German blood ... today we have a
faulty bill that wants to define who true
Indian citizens are,” he said. Modi’s govern-
ment - re-elected in May and under pres-
sure over a slowing economy - says Muslims
from Afghanistan, Bangladesh and Pakistan
are excluded from the legislation because
they do not face discrimination in those
countries.

Also left out are other minorities fleeing
political or religious persecution elsewhere
in the region such as Tamils from Sri Lanka,
Rohingya from Myanmar and Tibetans from
China. Many Muslims in India say they have
been made to feel like second-class citizens
since Modi stormed to power in 2014.
Several cities perceived to have Islamic-
sounding names have been renamed, while
some school textbooks have been altered to
downplay Muslims’ contributions to India.

In August, Modi’s administration rescind-
ed the partial autonomy of Jammu and
Kashmir, India’s only Muslim-majority state,
and split it into two. A citizens’ register in
Assam finalized this year left 1.9 million peo-
ple, many of them Muslims, facing possible
statelessness, detention camps and even
deportation. Modi’s government has said it

intends to replicate the register nationwide
with the aim of removing all “infiltrators” by
2024.

Amit Shah, Modi’s right-hand-man and
home minister, has likened illegal immigrants
to “termites”. “The Indian government is cre-
ating legal grounds to strip millions of
Muslims of the fundamental right of equal

access to citizenship,” Human Rights Watch
said yesterday. The US Commission on
International Religious Freedom on Monday
termed the bill as a “dangerous turn in the
wrong direction”. India’s foreign ministry
retorted that the remarks were “neither
accurate nor warranted” and “guided by
their prejudices and biases”. — AFP 

India passes citizenship 
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GUWAHATI: Demonstrators setup a bonfire on a street as they protest against the government’s Citizenship Amendment Bill (CAB), in
Guwahati yesterday. — AFP 

DOHA: Baladna farms, which has led Qatar’s charge for
food self-sufficiency following a regional economic embar-
go, listed on Doha’s stock exchange yesterday after raising
$390 million for three-quarters of the company. When the
Saudi-led boycott began in June 2017, Qatar responded
with sweeping measures like liquidating a quarter of its
cash reserves to steady the economy and its currency.
Meanwhile, Baladna also flew in hundreds of Holstein cows.

The Riyadh-led alliance has accused Doha of backing
Islamist groups and Tehran, issuing a raft of terms Qatar
must accept before it will lift the embargo that includes a
ban on direct air, land or sea trade. Doha strongly denies

the allegations and has refused to meet the demands that
also stipulate the closure of its flagship state-run broad-
caster Al Jazeera. The new Baladna herd was part of a
plan to establish food security in the event that import
routes were blocked - concerns that saw supermarket
shelves emptied in the opening days of the embargo.

Baladna now meets more than 90 percent of the coun-
try’s fresh dairy needs from its farms 55 kilometers north
of Doha. “This is really a proud day for Qatar, it proves
that their strategy they envisioned a couple of years ago-
especially after the blockade - was sound,” Baladna chief
executive Kamel Abdallah told AFP after a bell-ringing
ceremony to mark the start of trading. “It’s a reflection of
success, of resilience... to execute a very challenging proj-
ect in record time.” The opening price hovered between
the initial sale price of one riyal ($0.27) per share and
1.04 QAR in the first 15 minutes of trading after 9:30 am.
The event was dwarfed by neighboring Saudi Arabia’s
stock market listing of oil giant Aramco, also yesterday,
but represents an important landmark for Qatar’s fledgling
food industry. —AFP

Qatar lists ‘blockade’ 
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UNITED NATIONS: The UN has been unable to
confirm Iranian involvement in a dramatic attack on oil
facilities in Saudi Arabia earlier this year, secretary-
general Antonio Guterres said Tuesday. Drones and
cruise missiles were used in the September bombard-
ment, which knocked out half of the kingdom’s crude

production and fueled a record surge in prices. Saudi
officials, the United States and several European coun-
tries accused Iran of responsibility for the attack, which
Tehran has denied.

UN investigators had been given access to debris of
the weapons used in the attack, Guterres said in a six-
monthly report to the Security Council on Iran’s nuclear
program, seen by AFP on Tuesday. But the investigation
was not able to “independently corroborate that the
cruise missiles and unmanned aerial vehicles used in
these attacks are of Iranian origin,” the report said. An
investigation into the attack is continuing and will be
submitted to the Security Council when finished,
Guterres said. — AFP 
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